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The Real Facts on the Iran Nuclear Deal 

Updated on August 3, 2015 

As members of Congress closely examine the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) to prevent a 
nuclear-armed Iran, wide-ranging assertions are being made. Some questions are based on legitimate 
concerns, while other claims made by opponents of the deal are based on fiction.  

We are closely tracking both and offer the following responses, which will be updated regularly. 
 

Claim 1: The American people don’t want the deal . 

The Facts:   
A consensus of polls suggests that the majority of the American public, and an even stronger majority of 
Jewish Americans, support the deal. Furthermore, a considerable number of foreign affairs experts support 
the deal: more than 100 former US ambassadors, 60 American national security leaders across the political 
spectrum including former US ambassadors to Israel, and several Israeli former military and intelligence 
officials all publicly support the deal. 
 
Many opponents of the deal were on the wrong side of history leading up to the war in Iraq. Others are 
aligned with Israeli conservatives who would join Netanyahu in opposing any diplomatic agreement with Iran. 
 
As James Fallows, national security correspondent for The Atlantic, put it in a recent piece, “You can be 
persuaded by Netanyahu, Huckabee, Cruz, Kristol, Adelson, et al., all of whom were wrong on the last high-
stakes judgment call about US interests in the Middle East. Or by an overwhelming majority of the people 
from both parties with operating experience in America’s war-fighting and peacemaking enterprises in this 
part of the world.” 
 

Claim 2: Congress can reject this agreement and negotiate a better deal . 

The Facts:   
If the US Congress abandons this multi-lateral agreement endorsed by the UN Security Council, the next round 
of negotiations will be the US sitting at a table for one. 
 
If Congress rejects this deal, the international sanctions regime that incentivized Iran to negotiate would 
unravel. Our negotiating partners don’t answer to the US Congress. Russia and China, for instance, won’t 
continue sanctions on Iran because the GOP says they should. 
 
If this were to happen, Iran would receive sanctions relief without having any constraints on its nuclear 
program.  
 

http://www.lobelog.com/most-polls-suggest-americans-support-the-deal-especially-jews/
http://aufc.3cdn.net/e6dca770dc6d71f7d2_tgm6bxklu.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/US-Jews-much-likelier-to-back-Iran-deal-than-non-Jews-poll-410093
http://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/US-Jews-much-likelier-to-back-Iran-deal-than-non-Jews-poll-410093
https://www.scribd.com/doc/271773707/Letter-to-the-President-from-over-100-former-American-Ambassadors-on-the-Joint-Comprehensive-Plan-of-Action-on-Iran-s-Nuclear-Program
https://www.scribd.com/doc/271988995/Statement-by-60-National-Security-Leaders-on-the-Announcement-of-a-Joint-Comprehensive-Plan-of-Action
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/07/the-iran-debate-moves-on/399713/
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Claim 3: Military action is better than this deal.  

The Facts:   
Some critics, like John Bolton and Dick Cheney, have argued that the only way to prevent Iran from obtaining a 
nuclear weapon is through the use of military action. This shortsighted and reckless approach would be 
counter-productive. As former director of the CIA Michael Hayden has explained, bombing Iran “will guarantee 
that which we are trying to prevent: an Iran that will stop at nothing to, in secret, develop a nuclear weapon.”    
 
Taking military action, instead of implementing the current diplomatic solution, would shatter the 
international coalition that is applying economic pressure and force the United States to confront Iran without 
international support. 
 
Even if a US bombing campaign were effective, it would need to be repeated every few years to prevent Iran 
from developing a nuclear weapon, resulting in a never-ending game of “nuclear program whack-a-mole.” 
Furthermore, we would not have the access or monitoring afforded to us under the agreement in order to 
detect covert facilities. 
 
It is important to remember that implementing the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action does not take the 
United States military option off the table. If anything, it strengthens it by improving our understanding of the 
status and location of Iran’s nuclear program.  
 

Claim 4: The deal won’t work because  Iran is going to cheat. 

The Facts:   
The deal is not based on trust; it’s based on verification. The IAEA will have 24/7 access to Iran’s known 
nuclear facilities and will be closely monitoring Iran’s supply chain of nuclear materials, centrifuge production 
lines, and any purchases that might be used for a nuclear program. The deal also provides timely inspections 
to any undeclared facilities where suspected nuclear activity may be occurring. If Iran does cheat, they will be 
caught and sanctions will be re-imposed.   
 
There are also aspects of the deal that Iran can’t easily undo. Iran must dismantle two-thirds of its installed 
centrifuges, remove 98% of its uranium stockpile, and permanently alter the Arak Plutonium reactor before it 
receives any relief from economic sanctions. These actions will be verified by the IAEA and will greatly increase 
the time it would take Iran to obtain weapons-grade nuclear material.  
 
The deal goes to great lengths to buttress major points of the agreement. For example, the deal does not just 
put limitations on centrifuge production; it also puts limitations on rotor production, and on the machines that 
make the rotors. The subsidiary commitments that Iran has made for the agreement are truly impressive.  
 
Rejecting this deal means no restrictions, no verification, and no inspections of Iran’s nuclear program. Even if 
Iran cheats, we’ll know far more about Iran’s nuclear activities than we do now. And that will mean that all of 
the alternatives—including the least desirable, military action—will be more effective.  

 

 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/mar/2/michael-hayden-benjamin-netanyahus-iran-nuclear-pr/#ixzz3bvL5e6NO
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Claim 5: We cannot, and should not, negotiate with our adversaries.  
 

The Facts:  
Some critics suggest that because Iran is our adversary, we should not negotiate a deal with them. This line of 
thinking completely ignores history. President G.W. Bush negotiated a successful nuclear agreement with 
Libyan President Muammar Gaddafi—a sworn enemy of Israel and a state sponsor of terrorism. The Soviet 
Union had 10,000 nuclear weapons when we started negotiating SALT I. Both of these efforts, like the Iran 
deal, significantly improved the security of the United States and its allies. 

This agreement does not rely on Iran changing its behavior. Instead, it includes verification mechanisms to 
ensure that Iran cannot build a nuclear weapon. In addition, sanctions for Iran’s sponsorship of terrorism and 
human rights abuses will stay in place.  

This deal may provide a unique pathway for international cooperation to improve regional and global security 
by addressing Iran’s other unacceptable policies. If Congress kills the deal, that pathway will be closed. 

Claim 6: 24 days is more than enough time for Iran to cover up its illicit 
nuclear activities.  
 
The Facts:  
First, some context: All of Iran’s nuclear facilities will be under 24/7 surveillance. The deal also provides an 
unprecedented process for inspecting facilities where the IAEA suspects’ illicit nuclear activity may be 
occurring. This means the IAEA can inspect businesses, military facilities, and even the President of Iran’s 
garage if necessary. The ability to carry out these investigations is permanent, but only if the deal is approved.  
 
Under the comprehensive agreement, Iran will implement the Additional Protocol, which sets requirements 
and provides the legal authority for IAEA inspectors to access all nuclear and suspected nuclear facilities in 
perpetuity.   
 
The IAEA can request access with 24-hour notice to any site inspectors suspect might be conducting illicit 
nuclear activities. If Iran denies the IAEA access, the JCPOA offers an extra enforcement process to ensure 
access: a Joint Commission, comprised of one representative from each P5+1 country plus Iran and a European 
Union representative. When the IAEA or any member of the Joint Commission warns that Iran is blocking 
access to a suspected site, a majority of members can force the Iranians to allow access. Unlike the UN 
Security Council, no one party gets a veto on this commissions. That means Russia, China and Iran can’t 
prevent inspections. 
 
This process takes, at most, 24 days to complete. The Joint Commission has a maximum of seven days to 
review and adjudicate a claim that Iran is carrying out illicit nuclear activities; but if the evidence clearly 
indicates Iran should open a site for inspections, it could make that decision on day one of seven, bringing the 
timeframe down to 18 days. The clock starts ticking the moment the IAEA demands Iran give it access to a 
particular site, including the 24-hour advance notice required under the Additional Protocol.  

Even the worst-case scenario of 24 days is not enough time for Iran to hide any substantial violations. The 
half-life of nuclear material is thousands of years. If Iran had material that could be used to make a nuclear 

http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
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bomb at a given location, inspectors would be able to find traces of it. Also, the physical structures to enrich 
weapons-grade uranium or plutonium cannot be moved in 24 days.  

During the 24-day period, international intelligence apparatuses will watch the suspected facility to monitor 
any attempts to hide or move evidence. If, for example, trucks are backed up to a suspected facility, it is a 
breach of the agreement and sanctions can legally be re-imposed. 

While Iran may be able to get away with, say, computer-modeling activities during the 24-day period, they will 
still be a long way away from developing a nuclear weapon (much further than if there was no agreement in 
place.) To put it another way, if Iran’s goal is to secretly build a car, they may be able to develop a headlight or 
a windshield wiper without detection. But they will not be able to build an engine or fuel it. And they will still 
be several long, complicated steps away from building a car that functions.  

 
Reminder: no deal means no inspections and no restrictions on Iran’s nuclear enterprise.  

Claim 7: Sanctions are inadequate for punishing Iranian violations .  
 

The Facts:  
The Iran deal includes a “snapback” mechanism for re-imposing UN sanctions on Iran if they fail to comply 
with their obligations. Some critics have argued that the UN sanctions will never be re-imposed due to a lack 
of political will by members of the UN Security Council. This concern was considered by the negotiators, who 
implemented a process that works around this potential pitfall. 
 
If Iran is found to be in breach of the agreement, a resolution is brought before the UN Security Council to 
continue the lifting of sanctions. If the resolution is not adopted within 30 days or if a veto is issued, the 
sanctions are re-imposed.  This effectively eliminates the ability of Russia or China to veto the reapplication of 
sanctions.  
 
Another concern is that the sanction system is “capital punishment for a misdemeanor” and fails to provide 
incremental responses for smaller violations. This is false, as the United States and its partners have several 
options for responding to an Iranian breach of the agreement without fully implementing sanctions.  
 
First, the parties to the agreement can try diplomacy to resolve a dispute. There is a mechanism built into the 
agreement that permits members of the Joint Commission to meet at the ministerial level to discuss the 
alleged violation and establish a resolution. If the commission and ministerial-level consultations do not solve 
the dispute, parties to the agreement may 1) re-implement some sanctions in response to a breach, as is 
established by customary international law (Article 60 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) or 2) 
implement extraterritorial sanctions outside what is bound by the agreement.  
 
In addition, the United States could use their ability to automatically re-impose the full list of UN sanctions as 
a bargaining tool, incentivizing the UN Security Council to negotiate and adopt a lesser resolution to avoid 
using the full sanctions to respond to a lesser violation.  
 
Iran, like all parties to the agreement, can walk away at any time. But if Iran were to leave the agreement after 
being punished for violating the deal, the international community would be justified in applying the full 
weight of sanctions to bring Iran back into compliance. We would then be back where we started before the 

http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/1_1_1969.pdf
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deal, except that Iran would have considerably fewer centrifuges and nuclear material, while the IAEA will 
have more insight into the history and current status of Iran’s nuclear program. 
 
Critics have also called for a declared matrix of punitive responses to prospective Iranian violations. This would 
unnecessarily bind the P5+1 to respond to a violation in a specific way regardless of context, taking away the 
ability to increase or decrease the intensity of the response. Swearing off any tools in our toolkit would not 
improve this agreement’s ability to deter an Iranian violation.  
 

Claim 8: The Iran deal will fail just like the Agreed Framework with North 
Korea failed. 
 
The Facts: 
Comparing the agreements with Iran and North Korea is like comparing apples to dragon fruit. They’re both 
fruit, but that’s about it. For starters, the Agreed Framework with North Korea was four pages long. The Iran 
deal is 159 pages.  
 
The framework with North Korea only addressed the plutonium pathway to a bomb, whereas the Iran deal 
blocks all three paths to a bomb: plutonium, uranium, and covert action.  
     
According to Paul Pillar, a CIA veteran and a senior fellow at Georgetown University and the Brookings 
Institute, "The Agreed Framework was a sketchy four-page document that provided for little in the way of 
monitoring and enforcement. In contrast, the leading feature of the agreement being negotiated with Iran is 
its unprecedented degree of monitoring and inspections. The final agreement will have an enforcement and 
dispute resolution mechanism consistent with the Additional Protocol pertaining to work of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency."  
 
In addition, the North Korea framework was a bilateral arrangement between the US and North Korea. The 
Iran deal is inherently stronger because more parties were involved in the negotiations process, and will be 
involved in its enforcement.  
 

Claim 9: Iran’s nuclear infrastructure will cause a nuclear cascade 
throughout the Middle East.  
 
The Facts: 
Iran has had a nuclear program since the 1950’s and an enrichment program since the 1980s. Before the 
interim agreement in November 2013, Iran was enriching uranium up to 20%. If there was no nuclear cascade 
when Iran’s program was unconstrained and only a few months from obtaining the enriched material 
necessary for a nuclear weapon, why would it occur when Iran’s program is both constrained and verifiably 
monitored? 
 
Also, the United States provides security assistance to many of Iran’s neighbors and can use this leverage to 
prevent nuclear proliferation. Saudi Arabia, for example, would likely not risk its alliance with the United 
States in order to pursue a nuclear weapon to counter Iran’s constrained civilian nuclear program.   
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If Congress rejects the deal, Iran is more likely to pursue nuclear weapons and set off a cascade in other 
countries. The bottom line is that a safeguarded civil nuclear program does not pose a proliferation risk—it 
never has in the past 70 years of the nuclear age. 
 

Claim 10: Lifting the UN embargos on conventional arms and ballistic 
missile technology transfers to Iran will embolden Iran and lead to further 
instability in the region.  
 

The Facts:  
The conventional arms and ballistic missile embargos were adopted as a part of a UN Security Council 
resolution in 2010. Under the resolution, the embargos were to be lifted if Iran agrees to negotiate on its 
nuclear program. This means the embargos should have been lifted two years ago when Iran signed the 
interim agreement. Regardless of this and the fact that Iran, Russia, and China all wanted the embargos to be 
lifted immediately, the deal maintains the arms embargo for another 5 years and the ballistic missile embargo 
for another 8 years. This is a major concession on the part of Iran and is meant to incentivize Iran to comply 
with the terms of the JCPOA. 
 
Critics claim that the eventual lifting of these sanctions will facilitate Iran’s “imperial surge.” However, many of 
Iran’s staunchest foes, including Israel and Saudi Arabia, have much more advanced weaponry than Iran. The 
United States will continue to offer military assistance to these countries to counter Iran. 
 
To counter any expansion of Iran’s military capabilities, the US has committed to continue its security 
assistance to Israel through arms trades, joint military exercises, and cooperative intelligence and training 
initiatives. To date, the US has provided Israel $124.3 billion in military assistance. Bolstered by US-developed 
technology, Israel’s military capabilities far exceed those of Iran. 
 
Furthermore, Saudi Arabia spends more than four times what Iran spends on its military. And Saudi Arabia 
plus the United Arab Emirates, two of the United States’ allies in the region, spend a combined 60% of the 
Middle East’s overall military spending.  
 
In regards to Iran’s ballistic missile program, Iran is still excluded from the Missile Technology Control Regime, 
meaning it will still not be eligible to receive missile technology assistance. While North Korea may provide 
ballistic missile assistance to Iran, it was doing so regardless of the embargo, which has no effect on a pariah 
states like North Korea. 
 

Claim 11: Iran will use sanctions relief to pursue regional hegemony and 
further support terrorism.  
 

The Facts:  
Iran’s sponsorship of terrorism negatively impacts the stability of the region. But if Iran obtains a nuclear 
weapon, the nuclear deterrent that Iran would extend to its terrorist allies would pose an even greater threat. 
This deal eliminates that threat, preventing a dramatically worse security situation. 
  
Furthermore, according to a report recently released by the CIA, Iran will use most of the released funds it 
receives from sanctions relief to bolster its economy, not to aid militant groups it supports.  

http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/unsc_res1929-2010.pdf
https://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/unsc_res1929-2010.pdf
https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/07/10/the-myth-of-the-iranian-military-giant/
http://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/RL33222.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/william-hartung/iran-deal-should-be-first_b_7794036.html
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/RL32048.pdf
http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/world/la-fg-iran-intel-20150716-story.html#page=1
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Iran needs to invest in domestic development and reinvigorate its economy. Iranian President Rouhani has 
promised to revive the economy by completing formerly halted development projects and bringing down the 
rate of inflation—progress the Iranian people have been demanding.  
 
Critics of the Iran deal like to exaggerate the amount of blocked funds Iran will receive, claiming that Iran will 
receive up to $300 billion in sanctions relief. According to US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew, that figure is more 
like $50 billion. Iran owes at least $20 billion to China in addition to tens of billions in non-performing (unpaid) 
loans and has around $500 billion worth of pressing domestic investment requirements and government 
obligations.   
 
Richard Nephew, Program Director of Economic Statecraft, Sanctions and Energy Markets at the Center on 
Global Energy Policy at Columbia University, suggested “the issue of Iranian support for terrorism is not 
whether they have the financial resources to do it but rather whether they have the political will, opportunity, 
and foreign policy incentive… to do so. A nuclear deal will not change this.”  
 

Claim 12: There is a secret side deal between the IAEA and Iran. 
 
The Facts:  
Under the deal, Iran must submit a full report to the IAEA regarding its nuclear history before it can receive 
any sanctions relief. The IAEA will review the report and follow-up with Iran in order to conclude its 
investigation.  The IAEA has said that it expects to complete this report by the end of 2015. 
 
Some critics are calling this a secret side deal between the IAEA and Iran; however, this is standard operating 
procedure, and every such agreement the IAEA has with other countries is also confidential. This was even 
true during the IAEA’s inspections into Libya. While the general public is not privy to the details of the 
arrangement, it is safe to assume that the United States government has been fully briefed on the procedures.   
 
The arrangement specifies procedural information regarding how the IAEA will conduct its investigation into 
Iran’s past nuclear history, including mentioning the names of informants who will be interviewed. Releasing 
this information would place those informants, and the information they hold, at risk.  
 
Others have argued that the IAEA should not be trusted, as no Americans are permitted to inspect Iran. This is 
because the United States and Iran do not have normalized diplomatic relations, a requirement for an 
inspector to receive a visa and enter Iran. While no Americans will be inspecting Iran’s facilities, every 
inspector for the IAEA has gone through extensive training in the United States. 
 

Claim 13: The deal, if implemented, will expire after 10 or 15 years and 
allow Iran to build a nuclear weapon at that time.   
 

The Facts:  
According to the comprehensive agreement, for at least 15 years, Iran will only enrich uranium up to 3.67 
percent (uranium enriched at 20% or lower is considered low enriched uranium (LEU); uranium enriched 
above 90% is weapons grade.)  
 

http://www.lobelog.com/irans-economy-after-the-nuclear-deal/
http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/2015/07/26/Lew-Iran-Not-Getting-Full-100-Billion-Frozen-Assets
http://af.reuters.com/article/energyOilNews/idAFL1N0Z12B220150616?pageNumber=1&virtualBrandChannel=0
http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
http://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Longevity-of-Iran-Deal-Provisions-Fact-Sheet.pdf
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This does not, however, mean that on day one of year 16, Iran will have enough weapons-grade uranium to 
build a bomb. Yes, after 15 years Iran could begin enriching uranium beyond 3.67 percent. But without this 
deal, Iran could head for a bomb tomorrow. 
 
Some aspects of the agreement will last 25 years, including the monitoring of Iran’s uranium mines and supply 
chain. Other aspects, such as the implementation of robust IAEA safeguards and access to investigate 
suspicious sites for illicit nuclear activity, are permanent. Regardless of what specific restrictions are lifted, Iran 
is still prohibited from pursuing nuclear weapons. Any activity that is clearly not intended for “peaceful use” 
(i.e. highly enriching uranium) will raise red flags and trigger a response from the international community.  
 
Ultimately, the deal rolls back Iran’s nuclear program for more than a decade, pushing Iran’s “breakout time” 
(time it would take to enrich enough nuclear material for 1 nuclear weapon) from a few months to at least one 
year. It also gives IAEA inspectors greater insight for monitoring Iran’s nuclear program well into the future. 


